composite granite

the company
The CELITH company was founded in March 1999 in a 600 m² building
on the same site as MICROPLAN France, which enables CELITH to
benefit from all their machining equipment and to obtain assistance
with production and marketing.
The growth of activity has led CELITH to benefit surface in 2005 (to 1
200 m²) in order to increase its manufacturing and storage capacity. At
the same time, CELITH has invested in automated process equipment
(a granulation station) in order to reach a production capacity of 20
tons per day.
The MICROPLAN group’s strategy of diversification has led CELITH into
the field of technical ceramics in 2000. The principal activity is the
manufacture of bases combining excellent rigidity, very high stability
and low mass for mobile assemblies using air-bearing technology. This
activity « CELITH - Assemblage Système » has a building of 350 m²
including a clean room of 60 m².

the material
CELITH is a mixture of specific granite
aggregates of various size graduations
bonded with an epoxy resin and
hardener.
This composite granite is suitable for moulding which means
significant cost reductions. This technique, and the incorporation
of elements of other materials, simplifies the manufacturing
process by eliminating certain stages of manufacture (cutting,
milling and drilling). It is also possible to add elements by
bonding or remoulding. « CELITH » is produced and shaped at
ambient temperature in a mould. It is possible to incorporate
threated inserts, hydraulic or pneumatic tubes, « Tee slots
», metal reinforcing and granite components to rigidify the
structure. Compacted by vibration it stabilises in a few days.
« CELITH » can also be used to fill thin wall metalic containers
by inserting hollow tubes to obtain a good mass / stiffness
compromise. Moulds made of melamine faced agglomerate
wood are used for prototypes or small series. For big series,
steel moulds are used, made from laser cut and welded sheet
metal.
This composite, with its superior mechanical performances,
meets the requirements necessary for machine tool structures.
Its high damping properties produce in most applications
(especially machine tools) increased performances rates whilst
assuring the quality of machining (reduction of resonance
phenomena, better cutting conditions and improved tool life
and surface finish). The low conductivity of the composite
gives it thermally isolating characteristics. Thus machine tool
structures in « CELITH » obviate the need to stabilise by running
the machine empty, previously necessary for traditional
machines after a prolonged halt. This also means that
production cycle breaks during the day have no impact on the
machining accuracy. « CELITH » is unaffected by oil, humidity or
most chemical products.

The advantages of CELITH
• Suitable for moulding (cost reduction)
• Possibility to add elements by bonding or remoulding
(avoid of certain stages of manufacture)
• Produced at ambient temperature
• Shaped in wooden or steel mould
• Compacted by vibration, it stabilises in few days

composite granite advantages
TECHNICAL DATA COMPARISON
UNIT
CELITH GRANITE CAST IRON
Kg / dm3

2.3 to 2.5

2.7 to 3

7.2

Compressive Strength

N/mm²

120 to 150

350

500

Tensile strength

N/mm²

10 to 15

10 to 15

150 to 250

Modulus of elasticity

KN/mm²

30 to 40

40 to 80

90 to 120

Coeff. of linear
thermal expansion

10-6/°C

9 to 13

5 to 7

10 to 13

Thermal conductivity

W/m.°C

1 to 3

2

50

Density

This comparison shows the advantage of CELITH over cast iron

Microplan Group Strengths
KNOW-HOW
Microplan Group has more than 30 years experience in granite
applications for industry and metrology
FLEXIBILITY
The flexibility and reactivity of a company totally dedicated to the
production and application of CELITH

THERMAL ISOLATION
Its low conductivity gives to CELITH thermally
isolating properties.
STABILITY
Machine tool structures in Celith obviate the
need to stabilise by running the machine
empty, previously necessary for traditional
machines after a prolonged halt
ACCURACY
Production cycle breaks during the day have
no impact on the machining accuracy.
BONDING AND REMOULDING
Possibility to incorporate threaded inserts,
hydraulic or pneumatic tubes, T-slots, metal
renforcements, etc...
DAMPING
Its high damping properties produce in most
applications (machine toos in particular) increased performance rates whilst assuring
the quality of machining

SINERGIES
The sinergies between the companies of the group guarantee best results
in time and cost reductions

MOULDING
Celith is suitable for moulding (cost reduction)
and is shaped in a wooden mould for prototype or small series, or steel mould made from
laser cutted and welded metal sheets.

DELIVERY TIME
Short delivery time

TEMPERATURE
Celith is produced at ambient temperature

LOW COST PROTOTYPING
Realisation of prototypes with simple wooden moulds and the same
machining as on natural granite, enabling easy product adjustments after
qualification steps.

FAST PRODUCTION
Celith is compacted by vibration and stabilises in few days

INVESTMENTS
Regular investments are made to improve production and quality: in
addition to the building expansion to 1200 m2 , a granulation station has
introduced automation in the production process. Production capacity reaches now 20 T/day
QUALITY
A materials qualification laboratory (15 m2) allows to regularly control the
quality of our products at each production stage: aggregate control, density control, compressive strength, tensile strength, Modulus of elasticity,
coefficient of linear expansion.

RESONANCE REDUCTION
Reduction of resonance phenomena
BEST PERFORMANCES
Better cutting conditions
TOOLS LIFE
Improve tool life and surface finish
RESISTANCE
Celith is unaffected by oil, humidity and most
chemical products.
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